Homeopathy, Chronic Illness, and Rheumatology
Homeopathy is a 200 year-old medical subspecialty that has gained significant popularity
worldwide, especially in integrative health practices. It is currently utilized by more than
500 million people and over 100,000 physicians and health care providers on nearly
every continent on earth. Homeopathy is a method of treatment that was developed and
defined based on empirically gathered data and evidence refined through meticulous
observation and repeated experimentation. Homeopathy has repeatedly foreshadowed
many of the discoveries made in conventional medicine, including the phenomena of
homeostasis, the immune system and the microbiome. Many homeopathic principles have
been substantiated by contemporary research.1
Homeopathy represents an important medical health care system that offers significant
advantages in terms of safety and efficacy. Even as modern research is converging on
plausible explanations for how it works, 2 a growing body of evidence suggests that there
are many applications in primary care medicine for widespread disease conditions.
Homeopathy has been frequently compared with and tested against conventional
methodologies in the management of a broad range of disease conditions. Many metaanalyses of randomized controlled clinical trials indicate that homeopathy is not only
more effective than placebo,3 but at least as effective as standard conventional
treatments.4 Meta analyses of in vitro experiments demonstrate that homeopathic
medicines are bioactive at extremely high potencies (high dilutions).5
Clinical research in chronic illness and rheumatology demonstrates that homeopathy has
an important role to play as a form of primary care medicine in the treatment of many
different conditions.6 Homeopathy is an effective modality in the treatment of acute and
chronic inflammatory conditions and some studies demonstrate that it could be used as a
first line intervention.
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Comparative Effectiveness
In an international multicenter, prospective, observational study, 30 investigators at 6
clinical sites in 4 countries enrolled 500 consecutive patients with upper respiratory tract
infections, lower respiratory tract infections, allergies and ear infections comparing the
effectiveness of homeopathy with conventional medicine. Response to treatment in
patients receiving homeopathy was 82%, (compared to 68% for conventional medicine).
Improvement in less than 1 day and in 1 to 3 days was 67% in the homeopathic group
(compared with 56% in the conventional group). Adverse events for those treated with
homeopathy was 7% (compared with 22% in the conventionally treated group). Seventynine percent (79%) of those treated with homeopathy were “very satisfied” compared
with 65% of those treated conventionally. In both treatment groups 60% of cases had
consultations lasting between 5 and 15 minutes. The authors concluded that homeopathy
is “at least as effective as conventional medical care” in the treatment of these
conditions.7
Chronic Illness
In a 6 year observational study of 6544 consecutive follow-up patients with chronic
illnesses treated with homeopathy in a hospital outpatient unit, 70% reported positive
health changes, while more than 50% reported improvement as “better” or “much better.”
The authors concluded that homeopathic intervention is associated with positive health
changes in a substantial proportion of patients with a wide range of chronic illnesses.8
In a multicenter observational study of 628 patients with x-ray-confirmed chronic
sinusitis over a 6-month period, there were statistically significant clinical and radiologic
improvements after 3 and 6 months of homeopathic treatment. No complications were
observed during treatment. The authors concluded that homeopathic treatment may be
effective for the treatment of chronic sinusitis.9
In an observational study, 134 adults with chronic sinusitis who had been previously
treated with conventional medicine were tracked over 8 years following homeopathic
intervention. The results demonstrated that relevant improvements were strong and
persistent.10
In a prospective, multicenter cohort study of 103 homeopathic primary care practices in
Germany and Switzerland, data from a total of 3,709 patients with chronic illnesses were
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studied. The most frequent diagnoses were allergic rhinitis and headache in adults, and
atopic dermatitis and multiple recurrent infections in children. Disease severity decreased
significantly (p < 0.001) between baseline, 2 and 8 years. Physical and mental quality of
life scores also increased considerably. Younger age, female gender and more severe
disease at baseline were factors predictive of better therapeutic success.11
Individuals with incurable chronic skin diseases frequently choose to use complementary
and alternative medicines (CAM) including homeopathy. The effects of individualized
homeopathic treatment on 60 patients with chronic skin disease, including atopic
dermatitis, eczema, severe acne, chronic urticaria, psoriasis vulgaris and alopecia
universalis was evaluated for a period of 3 months to 2 years 7 months. Eighty-eight
percent (88%) reported improvement (6 patients had complete resolution, 23 had major
improvement, 24 were 50% improved, and 7 were 25% improved). Half reported greater
satisfaction in daily life, greater fulfillment at work and greater satisfaction in human
relations. The authors concluded that individualized homeopathic treatment can provoke
a good response in patients with chronic skin disease.12
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Several authors have suggested that homeopathic consultations, which usually last longer
than consultations with conventional physicians, might provide significant benefit in the
disease management process. After being interviewed, patients suffering from
rheumatoid arthritis noted that homeopathic consultations helped them “cope better,” and
thereby improve their physical health, wellbeing and/or illness management.13
A placebo-controlled trial consisting of 46 patients with rheumatoid arthritis utilizing
conventional anti-inflammatory treatment demonstrated that homeopathy provided
significant improvement in subjective pain, articular index, stiffness and grip strength
when compared to patients receiving placebo. No side effects were observed with the
homoeopathic treatment.14
A pilot study testing the hypothesis that high dilution of substances can have an opposite
effect (i.e., the Law of Similars), used a homeopathic preparation of Tumor Necrosis
Factor alpha (TNF-alpha) to treat 10 patients with psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis.
After three months of treatment, the total surface area and thickness of psoriatic plaques
as well as pain intensity and stiffness (in rheumatoid arthritis patients) improved in every
subject. In addition, 33% experienced complete resolution of their symptoms. No
adverse reactions were reported. The authors concluded that even though the sample size
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was small, and not appropriate for statistical analysis, the observation of a 100% clinical
response rate, with the absence of any adverse reactions, suggests that further research
should be completed.15
The anti-rheumatic and anti-oxidant effects of homeopathic preparations on male albino
rats with experimentally induced rheumatoid arthritis were tested in a protocol of six
experimental groups receiving either placebo, conventional treatment or different
potencies of homeopathic medicine. Anti-rheumatic activity was evaluated via physical,
urinary, and serum parameters. Results indicated that body weight, ankle and knee
diameter, urinary and serum parameters (including interleukins) were all significantly
affected with homeopathy. Treatment was associated with normalization of these
parameters compared with the control group. The authors concluded that homeopathic
treatment affects anti-rheumatic and anti-oxidant activity in experimental animals and
that these activities are significantly stronger when higher (more dilute) potencies of
homeopathic medicines are utilized.16
Another study examined the anti-inflammatory effects of homeopathic medicines to
counteract Complete Freund's Adjuvant (CFA) induced arthritis in rats. The study
determined that homeopathy protected rats from CFA-induced inflammatory lesions,
body weight changes, hematological alterations and radiological joint alterations due to
arthritis. Arthritic pain scores were also favorably affected. The authors concluded that
homeopathy in ultra-dilutions is effective in the treatment of chemically induced arthritis
and associated pain in rats.17
Osteoarthritis
Osteoarthritis is a common rheumatic condition with limited safe and effective
conventional treatment options. The clinical evidence for and against the effectiveness of
homeopathy in this condition was evaluated in a systematic review of randomized
controlled clinical trials. The authors concluded that the clinical evidence was promising
and favored the use of homeopathy in osteoarthritis, but suggested that more research is
warranted.18
In a study of 81 patients with osteoarthritis compared with controls, homeopathy was
found to reduce oxidative stress as determined by changes in serum parameters that were
measured before and after treatment. Investigators determined that homeopathic
treatment does reduce oxidative stress and can be measured by changes in erythrocyte
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lipid peroxidation, susceptibility to peroxidation, superoxide dismutase, and plasma
vitamin C levels.19
A pragmatic, randomized, double-blind controlled trial compared a homeopathic topical
gel with conventional topical NSAID therapy in 184 patients with radiographicallyconfirmed symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee. After four weeks of treatment, the
main outcome measures of pain on walking visual analogue scores (VAS) and a singlejoint Ritchie index were evaluated. Pain reduction was more than twice as great in the
homeopathic group compared with the piroxicam group (16.5 VAS vs. 8.1, 95% CI).
There was no significant difference between treatment groups in the single-joint Ritchie
index (P = 0.78) and adverse events occurred in 28 patients (12 in the homeopathy group
and 16 in the piroxicam group). The authors concluded that homeopathic gel was at least
as effective, and as well tolerated, as the NSAID gel.20
A second randomized, double-blind study of 204 patients compared a topical
homeopathic gel preparation with NSAID therapy for symptomatic relief of patients with
radiologically-confirmed and symptomatically active osteoarthritis of interphalangeal
joints of the hands over 21 days. Primary endpoints of pain intensity and hand function
determined that the homeopathic treatment was equivalent to the conventional treatment
groups in all indices of pain and in hand functional improvements, as well as in all
secondary end points that were evaluated. Adverse events were reported by six patients
(6%) treated conventionally and by five patients (4%) treated with homeopathy. The
authors concluded that homeopathy is not inferior to conventional treatment of
osteoarthritis of the hands.21 Similar results were seen in other studies.22
A double-blind IRB-approved protocol compared homeopathy with acetaminophen in the
treatment of 65 patients with osteoarthritis. The results demonstrated that homeopathy
was superior, but the results were not statistically significant. The authors concluded that
homeopathic treatment is safe and “at least as effective” as acetaminophen, without the
potential adverse effects.23
Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue
There is currently no universally effective conventional management regime for chronic
fatigue syndrome or fibromyalgia and patients frequently use complementary and
alternative medicine (CAM) modalities including homeopathy. A six-month random,
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triple-blind placebo-controlled study evaluated the use of homeopathy in 103 patients
meeting the Oxford criteria for CFS. Outcomes measures used the Multidimensional
Fatigue Inventory (MFI), the Fatigue Impact Scale (FIS) and the Functional Limitations
Profile (FLP). More patients treated with homeopathy demonstrated significant
improvement on 2 out of 3 inventory scales and showed clinical improvement on all
primary outcomes (relative risk=2.75, P=.09).24
In a double-blind, randomized, parallel-group, placebo-controlled trial of homeopathy to
assess the efficacy of individualized homeopathy in the treatment of physician-confirmed
fibromyalgia, 62 patients were randomized to receive either a homeopathic medicine or
an indistinguishable placebo. Evaluation at baseline, two and four months evaluated
tender point count and tender point pain by a medical assessor uninvolved in providing
care. Self-rating scales relating to quality of life, pain, mood and global health at baseline
and three months, were the primary clinical outcome measures. Results demonstrated
significantly greater improvements in all indices including tender point count and tender
point pain, quality of life, global health and a trend toward less depression compared with
those on placebo. The authors concluded that individualized homeopathy is significantly
better than placebo in lessening tender point pain and improving the quality of life and
global health of persons with fibromyalgia.25
Studies reveal that homeopathy has tremendous potential in the treatment of chronic
inflammation, and rheumatologic illnesses in particular. Homeopathic medicines have a
strong safety profile, and either match, or are superior in efficacy to standard
conventional medical regimens. It is arguable that homeopathic methods might provide
distinct advantages if they are utilized as primary methodologies in the treatment of these
conditions. Evidence suggests that withholding some of the more hazardous (and
expensive) conventional treatments until homeopathic interventions are used first, might
improve clinical outcomes, lower costs and provide greater safety to the American public.
Research priority needs to be directed towards homeopathy, particularly with respect to
chronic inflammatory illness and rheumatology.
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Conclusion from Americans for Homeopathy Choice
When properly manufactured and applied, homeopathic medicine plays an important role
in the treatment of patients with major health problems across the globe. Homeopathy is
inexpensive, effective, and inherently safe. When properly utilized, homeopathy makes it
possible to make what already exists currently in the conventional health care system,
more effective. For example, homeopathy makes it possible to avoid overuse of
antibiotics, reserving antibiotics for when they are actually needed. Homeopathy also
reduces the need to rely on dangerous and addictive painkillers in various situations
including postoperatively, and after injury. Among many other benefits, homeopathy also
helps reduce the incidence of polypharmacy.
Positive results such as these are achieved because homeopathy is a well-developed
system of individualized medicine. Those who use homeopathy consider it a “designer”
medicine, customized to their specific needs.
We are concerned that the proposed Draft Guidance on homeopathy will undermine the
right of individuals to choose homeopathy, and also undermine the very important role
homeopathy has to play in addressing these health problems. This paper gives an
example of how homeopathy can benefit our current healthcare system - specifically in
the areas of chronic illness and rheumatology. It is important that FDA actions
strengthen rather than undermine homeopathy so that it can meaningfully contribute to
and support the American healthcare system.

